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Symposium: Speech and Ideology 

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 

I will start with a thesis. In the archaic period, r lyric was composed to be 
performed at specific occasions. If we concentrate for the moment on 
elegy, this genre was performed more specifically at symposia, and it was 
the most typical sympotic genre. 

This is certainly not a new theory. It was formulated most eloquently 
more than a hundred years ago, by the German scholar Richard 
Reitzenstein, in the second chapter of his book Epigramm und Skolion from 
1893.2 It was endorsed, albeit with some reservations, by none other than 
Wilamowitz.3 Vet there is no trace of it in Lesky's authoritative history of 
Greek literature, originally published in 1957, which does not mention 

, For reasons to be eXplained below, I use the term 'archaic' to denote Greek liter
ature and culture before ca. 550 BeE. 

2 Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, p. 45-52 (in generaI); 52-85 (applied to the Corpus 
7heognideum). 
:l Wilamowitz, Hellenistische Dichtung, I p. 120: 'sein Buch, Epigramm und Skolion, hat 
mir einst durch die zielbewusste Energie der Forschung starken Eindruck gemacht, 
der auch nicht geschwunden ist. Es ist ja auch bestehen geblieben, dass sehr vieles 
(nicht alles) in der Theognissammlung Sprüche sind, bestimmt beim Rundgesange 
von dem Zecher, zuerst von dem Dichter, vorgetragen zu werden, ganz so wie man 
die Skolien sang.' 
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Reitzenstein at all, although oddly enough it does have a section entitled 
'Epigramm und Skolion'.4 Reitzenstein is mentioned in a footnote in 
Martin West's book on elegy and iambus from 1974, as being too one
sided.5 We have to wait until 1986, when the British scholar Ewen Bowie, 
in a very influential paper, arrives at basically the same conclusion as 
Reitzenstein, with the proviso that it is only valid for short elegies: longer 
elegies were performed at public festivals-Bowie calls Reitzenstein's 
book 'basic'.6 

I select elegy as a sub-genre, representative of lyric poetry as a whoie. 
Although in the case of elegy one can perceive the vagaries of scholar
ship more clearly than elsewhere, the picture is the same in other areas 
of Greek lyric. Occasion and audience are objects of speculation time 
and again in Wilamowitz' interpretations of lyric, especially in his book 
SaPPho und Simonides. Indeed, his notorious, much-ridiculed explanation of 
Sappho 31, <l>IXLVE't"IXL {J-OL x-Yjvoç, as a wedding-song, was the result precisely 
of an eamest endeavour to make sense of the poem in terms of perfor
mance, occasion and audience.7 Mter Wilamowitz, setting is, generally 
speaking, acknowledged but not taken into account. Not until the works 
of Gentili and Rösler is there a renewed awareness that the setting of the 
performance should play an important part in our interpretation of 
Greek lyric poems. 

Of course, this is a highly selective historical sketch. It requires two 
amendments. First, it is very much an outline of continental scholarship. 
There is little or nothing in the history of Anglo-Saxon studies of Greek 
lyric that corresponds to the vagaries between 1893 and 1974 as set out 
above.8 We have to wait for West's Studies from 1974 to see the audience 
being taken seriously, and we have to wait for a long time af ter that to 
see Anglo-Saxon scholars taking the results of continental scholarship in 
this area at all seriously.9 

4 Lesky, Geschichte, p. 2°4-2°7. 
5 West, Studies, p. II n. 18: 'emphasized by Reitzenstein ... , though too one-sidedly.' 
6 Bowie, Early Greek Elegy, p. 13 n. I. For references to other recent literature 
about symposium and lyric poetry, see Stehle, Performance and gender, p. 213-227 and 
notes. 
7 Sappho und Simonides, p. 58. 
8 It is very instructive to compare Wilamowitz' interpretation of Sapph. fr. 31 (cf. 
above), in which audience and occasion are crucial, with Bowra's (Greek brie poetry, 
p. 185-188): Bowra has a couple of non-committal sentences about the occasion, as 
an epilogue to his interpretation (187), which is based solelyon the text of the frag
ment. 
9 Gentili's Poesia e pubblico was translated in 1988 and is widely known and used. By 
contrast, Rösler's works continue to be virtually neglected. Apart from Bowie, Early 
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On the other hand, the audience has always remained an under-cur
rent in continental scholarship, as can be seen from Merkelbach's article 
on Sappho, which relates the notion of subjective lyric poetry to circu
lation of poetry in written form, which he claims was an exception 
rather than the rule in the archaic age: 'Man kannte noch keine 
Buchpoesie und noch weniger einsame Gefühlsergüsse eines einzelnen 
Unverstandenen'.10 In other words, the representative I is a consequence 
of lyric poetry being sung before an audience. In a very interesting, 
though rather neglected inaugural address from 196~,1I Hans Diller set 
one step further and introduced as parameters the various sub-genres 
(iambus and elegy versus monody) and the type of audience. In the 
case of Sappho, whose songs where destined for a smalI, intimate group 
of girls, a subjective, biographical I is possible; not so, however, in 
poetry where the au dien ce is a larger group or even an entire commu
nity. 

But no matter what historical marginalia may be made, this selection of 
data sheds an interesting light on the history of scholarly study of archaic 
Greek poetry. Wh at has happened? Why is it that the symposium as the 
setting, not only of elegy but of much of early Greek lyric, was widely 
accepted about a hundred years ago, se ems to have been virtually 
ignored fifty years later, and had to be rediscovered in recent years? 

In the case of elegy, one answer lies in the unfortunate fact that elegy 
is called elegy: the Greek words ÈÀeyetov and ÈÀeydlX are derived from 
ËÀeyoC;, and ËÀeyoc; means 'lament' . Hence the majority of scholars have 
postulated a tradition of lamentatory elegies, sung or otherwise per
formed at funerals, and the genre, it used to be claimed, was gradually 
extended to other occasions and other subjects. Consequently, the sym
posium as setting of elegy tended to be eXplained away as a later devel
opment. I am not going into the problem (the ins and outs of which are 
discussed at length by West and Bowie'"), because I am not interested 
here in the origin of elegy but in the history of scholarship with re gard 
to elegy. Suffice it to say that there is no evidence whatsoever for such 
an origin of the genre. And in any case, since the development in the 

Greek Elegy, they are given only the brief est of mentions, even as recently as 
MacLachlan, Personal poetry, and Stehlc, Performance and gender. 
'" Sappho und ihr Kreis, p. 5-6. 
" Möglichkeiten subjektiver Aussagen, originally published at EEAth 13, 1962/63, 55R-
566. 
'" West, Studies, p. 2-9; Bowie, Early Greek e1egy, p. 22-27. The e1egy of Archelaus, 
fr. e1eg. I, which West mentions only in passing, is given an important part in the 
development by Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, p. 49 n. 2. 
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study of other sub-genres of lyric runs parallel to the development in the 
study of elegy, the true causes must be sought elsewhere. 

In fact, I can think of several factors, which together go a long way 
towards explaining the erratic course of scholarship in this area. First, the 
shift in exegetical paradigms. For all his attention to the situational con
text of lyric poetry, Wilamowitz was a hard-core biographist, a scholar 
for whom not only the author and the author's intention were the focus 
of his interest in the interpretation of literary texts, but for whom even 
the texts themselves were primarily a means of coming to grips with the 
authors as creative geniuses. Wilamowitz was typically a nineteenth-cen
tury romantic, for whom great poetry was the work of great personali
ties, and in the final resort he was more interested in the personalities 
than in the poetry. Even during his lifetime, his books on Pindar and 
Plato came under fire for this very reason: they did not teach their read
ers nearly enough on the odes of Pindar and the dialogues of Plato, but 
centred on their biographies and their characters instead. 

A world-wide reaction against biographism and author-centred inter
pretation arose between the two world wars. 13 Croce in Italy, T.S. Eliot 
in the Anglo-Saxon world, are the first theorists of an entirely new 
approach, in which the persona inside the text is stricdy separated from 
the poet: it becomes illegitimate even to raise the question whether the 
two are perhaps at times identical. This so-called ergocentric approach 
took on different shapes in different countries; New Criticism is the 
best-known, but certainly not the only school of thought that represents 
it. 

In the field of Greek lyric, a somewhat similar reaction can be seen in 
Germany. If one compares Schadewaldt's seminal book on Pindar from 
1928 with Wilamowitz' book on Pindar published only six years earlier, 
the difference is striking. True, Schadewaldt's book is dedicated to 
Wilamowitz ('in Dankbarkeit und Verehrung dargebracht'), and 
Wilamowitz's book is paid all sorts of compliments throughout, but that 
testifies more to Schadewaldt's character than to any similarity of 
approach. Schadewaldt studies formal properties of the poems, the con
ventions of the genre, in order to solve the problem of the unity of the 
poem, a problem whose very existence had been denied by Wilamowitz: 
'Die Einheit liegt hier durchaus nicht in dem Werke; in dem Dichter 
muss man suchen'.14 I am not claiming that Schadewaldt was a true 
ergocentrist: he uses terms like 'persönliche Absicht' a litde bit too of ten 

'3 Witb tbe following, c( my The I in personal archaic lyric, p. g-Il. 

'4 Pindaros, p. 392. 
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to qualify as such. But it is clear that the text has become the central 
issue in a way in which it is not for Wilamowitz. 

A comparable reaction to biographism is found in the works of schol
ars like Werner Jaeger, Bruno SnelI, Hermann Fränkel, Max Treu. But 
since their work has little or nothing to do with ergocentrism, I will dis
cu ss their approach to Greek lyric separately later on. 

Even though pure ergocentric work on Greek lyric is relatively rare, 
the focusing on the text helps to understand why the au dien ce vanished 
from sight almost entirely for a long time. In general literary theory, we 
have had to wait until the late sixties, when Jauss and Iser inaugurate 
Rezeptionsästhetik in Germany, and the early seventies, when Stanley 
Fish introduces reader-response criticism in the United States. In Greek 
lyric, we have had to wait even a little longer, for Gentili to rediscover 
the audience as a by-product of his pioneer work in literary sociology, 
for Rösler to apply the theories of Jauss and Iser, albeit in a mitigated 
form. Wh at these scholars, and many others in their wake, have 
brought is not just a revival of speculation about the audience along the 
lines of Wilamowitz: they work within an entirely different hermeneuti
cal paradigm, in which audience and occasion become the focus of inter
pretation. Lyric poetry was destined to be performed for a certain audi
ence at a certain occasion, and we cannot understand any lyric poem 
unless as interpreters we start reading the poem as if we were members 
of the first audience listening to it at the first occasion when it was per
formed. 

So the shift in paradigms (author-centred, text-centred, audience-cen
tred) explains the tortuous course of scholarship, but there is one other 
factor, which is at least equally important. As classical scholars, we are 
the products of a tradition that goes back to antiquity, a tradition of 
treating Greek poets as producers of texts. Texts are the basic mate rial 
of our trade, indeed the only mate rial (for without texts, mate rial remains 
from antiquity cannot be understood, precisely because they lack a con
text). And besides, ancient Greek is a de ad language, which we have to 
learn through these texts, by slowly and painstakingly construing them 
sentence by sentence. 

But are archaic Greek poets producers of texts? In a trivial way they 
are - in any case texts of their poems we re produced and have been 
preserved. But no matter how they originated, the texts are secondary; 
they are only the protocol of the living speech, of the voice that per
forms the poem. Even if Archilochus and other early lyric poets wrote 
their poems down, and wrote them down in preparation, before the per
formance took place, indeed even if some of his poems were read by his 
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contemporaries - and I grant these things only for the sake of argu
ment - the texts are secondary; it is the poet's voice that produces the 
poem. 

Some of the readers may be fed up with the orality de bate that has 
been going on for the last fifteen years - certainly I am fed up with it 
sometimes, even though I have contributed to it myself. But we are only 
in the beginning of this debate, in the stage of easy generalizations that 
do not clarify anything and claim to clarify everything - that, I suppose, 
is why so many people are fed up with it. I am convinced that the wide 
gap between speech and text that has been postulated in this debate is 
in fact much wider than some of the debaters realise themselves. Speech 
and text, oral language and written language, are two entirely different 
modes of communication, and the difference makes itself felt in every 
aspect of the poems, from the sentence strocture to the overall structure, 
from the meaning of the single word to the meaning of the entire poem. 
Reitzenstein and Wilamowitz, being the first-rate scholars that they were, 
introduced the audience as an important entity in the interpretation, but 
their interpretations were flawed because apart from being first-rate 
scholars they were also children of their time: they were not aware of the 
cultural difference between text and speech, in other words, they treated 
archaic elegy and other poe try as texts, produced in the same way as 
Horace or Goethe produced their poems. 

THE AWAKENING PERSONALITY 

The first scholars who were indeed vaguely aware of the difference 
between text and speech were German scholars of the post-Wilamowitz 
generation; lalready mentioned the most important ones: Wemer 
Jaeger, Brono Snell, Hermann Fränkel, Max Treu. They, too, were chil
dren of their time, and it was inevitabIe that their awareness of the cul
tural gap should have led them to conclusions that we must reject today. 
Even so, these conclusions are important enough; I will present them 
here as a set of statements. (I) Greek lyric poetry was the typical man
ner of expression of an identifiabIe stage in the development of the 
Greek mind, a stage that is clearly distinct from the preceding stage, 
epic, and the subsequent stage, classical poetry and prose. (2) With 
respect to the preceding stage, this stage is characterised as the awaken
ing of the individual: poets, and later into the period prose-writers, aim 
first and foremost at expressing feelings that are not necessarily shared by 
the community to which they belong. (3) With respect to the following 
stage, this stage is characterised by a mode of thought that is yet 
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unschooled by public debate and philosophic thought: the most impor
tant characteristic of this mode of thought is parataxis. 

These three statements are, again, simplifications. With the possible 
exception of Bruno Snel!, none of the scholars mentioned would have 
agreed to al! three of them in the form in which I have just presented 
them. But I think th at it is a fair description of opinions held by them, 
as wel! as by many other scholars of their generation, and of subsequent 
generations. Let us go through these statements one by one. 

(I) 'Greek Iyric poetry was the typieal manner of expression of an iden
tifiable stage in the development of the Greek mind, a stage th at is 
clearly distinct from the preceding stage, epic, and the subsequent stage, 
classic poe try and prose'. 'The Greek mind' is an abstract concept, so 
abstract that it is very hard to think of concrete phenomena th at could 
logically be regarded as manifestations of it. When the concept is used in 
relation to 'stages of development', it becomes useless. Every phenome
non, indeed every sentence in a Greek text from Iyric poetry, indeed 
every word, can be eXplained either as a manifestation of the new stage, 
or as a relie of the old one - in the former case it announces the new 
dispensation, in the latter it shows that there is only a development 
towards it. In other words, any analysis made within this framework is 
incapable of falsification - therefore the framework should be rejected. 

More in particular, epic and Iyric age are constructs based on a highly 
antiquated, normative idea of literature, and of literary history. Epic 
poetry was produced in an unbroken line from Homer to the end of 
antiquity. We know litde about it between Homer and Apol!onius, and 
what litde we know may lead us to reject it as inferior. But for a classi
cal scholar to concentrate only on good epic poetry, and thereby to 
ignore other epic poetry, is as silly as for an astronomer to study only big 
stars and ignore smal! stars. Vice versa, no Iyric poetry has been pre
served from before ca. 650 BCE. We know, however, that Iyric poe try was 
produced before that period (af ter all, Iyric poetry is mentioned in the 
Iliad), so it is ahistoric to take Homer and Hesiod as representatives of 
one period, and the lyric poets who have come down to us as represen
tatives of a subsequent period. 

This goes for the classical period as weIl: epic and Iyric poe try were 
produced in considerable quantities, and there is no good ground for 
regarding them as in any way less typieal of the classical period than the 
genres that are attested for it on a larger scale. Even in the most recent 
histories of Greek literature, the Iyric poet Pindar, born seven or eight 
years later than the tragedian Aeschylus, parades as a representative of 
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the lyric age, while in these same histories the classical period starts with 
Aeschylus. Unavoidably, this periodisation leads to the widely-held view 
that Pindar was avoice from the past, Aeschylus a herald of the new 
dawn. \5 And indeed, if one concentrates on ideas and neglect the poetry 
and the occasion, it is not difficult to find support for this. But as a poet, 
a user of language, Pindar is certainly the more innovative of the two, 
and apart from that the epinikion is less suited for deep analysis of the 
human condition than the tragic stage. 

(2) 'With respect to the preceding stage, this stage is characterised as the 
awakening of the individual: poets, and later into the period prose-writ
ers, aim first and foremost at expressing feelings that are not necessarily 
shared by the community to which they belong. ' The awakening of the 
individual is ametaphor which is on a par with the Greek mind devel
oping from one stage to the next, but it is even more dangerous. It is not 
original with this group of scholars: one can find it already in the works 
of Jacob Burckhardt: 'Überall erwacht nun die lndividualität als solche, und 
erst damit werden die Griechen ein Volk, das keinem andem gleich
sieht' .16 Burckhardt perceived a parallel between the so-called lyric age of 
the Greeks and the early Renaissance in ltaly: medieval artists were 
anonymous, and their art served the interests of the community - early 
Renaissance artists presented themselves as individuals, and their art was 
a means of manifesting their own personalities. 

As for the archaic period of Greek literature, I agree whole-heartedly 
that prose-writers produced their treatises precisely because they had 
original, and even highly unorthodox views which they wish to express: 
Pherecydes' Orphic-inspired views on cosmogony, and Anaximander's 
map of the world and the accompanying description of the world as 
known to him (it is impossible to perform a map). In elegy, Xenophanes 
is a comparable figure, but he clearly is an isolated poet qua poet. He 
does protest against current values (for example in his tirade against ath
letes) and what he regards as superstitions (current views about the gods). 
But whatever Xenophanes' importance in the development of philosophy 
(or, if you wish, in the development of the Greek mind) , he is certainly 
not representative of archaic poets in general. 

And in any case, these authors come relatively late in this period, af ter 
ca. 550. The early prose-writers are, by definition, exponents of the new 

IS An interesting representative of this common-place view is Finley, Pindar and 
Aeschylus, p. 283-288 and passim . 
• 6 Griechische Kulturgeschichte, IV p. 151. The emphasis is Burckhardt's. 
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literate culture, and so perhaps is Xenophanes' contemporary Theognis, 
if indeed he was the first to publish a coUection of elegies, as has been 
contended.'7 It is not the purpose of this study to present in detail an 
alternative periodisation of Greek literature, but I may be permitted the 
remark that on the basis of its aral vs. literate character I prefer a 
caesura around 550 (and another one around 400) to the traditional tri
chotomy of an epic, a lyric, and a classical period. 

Getting back to the alleged awakening of the individual and passing 
from views to emotions, one has to note again the nineteenth-century 
roots of this concept - the view that the major aim of poetry is to 
express personal feelings in a personal way. It is th is very view which 
Croce and Eliot protested against. We have to go to archaic lyric to see 
what the Greeks themselves thought of the aim of poe try. And although 
some poets do indeed seem to express personal feelings at times, espe
cially Sappho and Archilochus in his attacks on Lycambes and Neobule, 
most first-person statements express views and feelings th at were proba
bly or obviously shared by the audience: the poe t's I (ego) is first and fore
most a representative I, especially in elegy. ,K 

IncidentaIly, the notion of representative I was, I think, first formulated 
by Hermann Fränkel: 'Wenn Archilochos sagt: 'leh liebe nicht einen 
solchen Offizier' oder: 'Mich regt der Reichtum des Gyges nicht auf, so 
will er nicht seinem privaten Geschmack Ausdruck geben, sondern den 
realen Werten zu ihrer gebührenden Anerkennung verhelfen. Das 
urteilende leh in der archaischen Lyrik ist immer repräsentativ gemeint."9 
I think 'immer' is too strong, but apart from th at Fränkel seems to me 
obviously right. In fact the very idea of an individu al voicing his own 
sentiments does not fit very comfortably with a performance setting - it 
is much more characteristic of poe try that is destined to be read. Once 
again, the cultural difference between two modes of expression, speech 
and text, should put us on our guard. Fränkel's introduction of the rep
resentative I betrays an awareness of this difference. 

(a) 'With respect to the following stage, this stage is characterised by a 
mode of thought th at is yet unschooled by public de bate and philosophic 
thought: the most important characteristic of this mode of thought is 
parataxis.' I fully agree that parataxis is a key concept in analyzing the dif-

'7 So already Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, p. 264-26g. Cf. Rösler, Dichtung und 
Gruppe, p. 77-91 ; Pfcijffer & Slings, Introduction, p. Ia. 
IM On the various types of 'I ', cf. my The I in personal archaic lyric, p. 11-14. 

'!I Dichtung und PhilosoPhie, p. Ilig n . .JO. The emphasis is Fränkel's. 
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ference between Greek literature before the classical period and during 
(and after) this period. I will go even further than that: nowhere is the 
difference between speech and text seen more clearly than in this respect. 
Speech is a mode of expression in which the central element is the into
nation unit:20 a speaker organises his information in small chunks, and 
every new chunk is simply added to the previous one. In any language, 
not just in ancient Greek, parataxis is typical of spoken utterances, and 
subordinate clauses are rare. By contrast, text is a mode of expression in 
which the central unit is the sentence: the writer organises his informa
tion around a central syntactic unit (the main clause), and is at liberty to 
add background information in subsidiary units (subordinate clauses). 

But it is a far cry from parataxis as a basic mode of expression to 
parataxis as a mode of thought - the hypo thesis that simply because 
semantic relations between clauses are of ten left unexpressed they are 
therefore not perceived. It was, however, a hypothesis typical of the intel
lectual climate of the 1920'S. In Germany, linguistic determinism had 
been an undercurrent in the debate about language since the days of 
Humboldt, and Humboldt's theories were being revised and expanded 
just then, by philosophers like Martin Heidegger and Ernst Cassirer. In 
the United States, the linguist and anthropologist Edward Sapir formu
lated similar views, which were later modified by his pupil Benjamin Lee 
Whorf; they are known today as the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.21 

Besides, the idea that parataxis was a symptom of a certain primitive 
way of thinking received considerable support from historical linguistics. 
Impressive results had been made in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo
European phonology, morphology and vocabulary, but very little could 
be reconstructed of PIE syntax. The inference that this was because PIE 

hardly had any syntax was easily made and widely spread (though not, I 
must add, among professionallinguists). People tended to believe that PIE 

was a primitive language, and that the oldest Greek texts still reflected 
this primitive character. 

Today, af ter the work of Saussure, Chomsky, and especially the exten
sive study of typology and universals of language that started in the six
ties, we realise that there is no such thing as a primitive language. A lan
guage is an autonomous, self-regulating system of communication, and 
all natural languages are optimal systems of communication. Languages 

20 For reasons set out in Information unit, p. 62, I pref er the term 'information unit' 
to 'intonation unit'. 
2 1 Perry, Viewing things separately applies this train of thought to archaic Greek lan
guage and literature. 
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without subordinate clauses do not exist. Therefore the inference from 
parataxis as characteristic of a mode of expression to parataxis as charac
teristic of a mode of thought should be rejected. 

But the important role of parataxis in the views of the schol ars I am 
dealing with shows that these scholars we re fully aware of the cultural 
difference th at separates pre-classical from classical Greek, and it was 
only to be expected that they jumped to the wrong conclusions. Archaic 
Greek poetry was modelled as speech, not as text, for the very good rea
son that it was speech - stylised speech, to be sure, but speech none the 
less. It could not have been modelled as text, because th at model did not 
exist. Typical written language use (in other words: text) can exist only 
when there is a normative tradition of written prose, and Greek prose 
only started to develop, very slowly, in the second half of the sixth cen
tury. 

TWO ELEGIES 

I repeat what I said earlier on: Speech and text, oral language and writ
ten language, are two entirely different modes of communication, and 
the difference makes itself felt in every aspect of the poems, from the 
sentence structure to the overall structure, from the meaning of the sin
gle word to the meaning of the entire poem. I will try to illustrate this 
by interpreting two fragments of elegy from this perspective. I choose fr. 
land 2 of Mimnermus; before discussing them as speech, I have to 
make some points of detail first, which are not intended as a full com
mentary. 

, ~\ (J.' , ~\ \" - 'A '" ~, 1.1 'ne; oe t-'we;, 'n oe 1'ep7tVOV ex1'ep xpUCHle; rt't'pOOL't"Yje;; 
1'e6vext'Yjv, (he [.LOL [.L1)XÉ't'L 1'exU1'ex [.LÉÀOL, 

XpU7t1'exS(1) <pLÀÓ't"YJe; XexL [.LdÀLXex Swpex XexL euv~, 
or ~~1)e; !Xv6eex ytve1'exL &p7texÀÉex 

5 &VSpOCCHV ~Sè yuvexL~LV' È7teL S' oSuv'Yjpàv È7tÉÀ(1)L 
y"ijp exe; , 0 1" exlaxpàv o[.Lwe; xexl xexÀàv !XvSpex n6d, 

exld [.LLV <ppÉvexe; &[.L<pL xexxexl ntpouCH [.LÉpL[.LVexL, 
ouS' exuy~e; 7tpoO'opwv 1'Ép7te1'exL *ÀLOU, 

&ÀÀ' Èx6pàe; [.Lèv 7texLaLv, hL[.Lexa1'Oe; Sè yuvex#v' 
10 oihwe; &pyexÀÉov y"ijpexe; Ë(1)xe 6e6e;, 

What is life, wh at is the pleasant without the golden Aphrodite? I 
would rather die when those things no longer interest me, stealthy 
love, sweet gifts, the bed, as the flowers of youth they are welcome, to 
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men and women. When painful old age comes, which makes a man 
ugly, no matter how beautiful he was, his he art is always wom out by 
evil worries, he does not enjoy watching the sunrays, no he is hateful 
for young boys, despised by women; so full of grief has god made old 
age. 

I. Is this an entire poem or a fragment? Granted that an archaic elegy 
may open with a connective particle (here again the explanation has 
been given by Reitzenstein: an elegy is connected with another, sung or 
otherwise performed by another participant of the symposium22), the 
question cannot be settled simply be referring to this possibility,23 but 
must be decided on the basis of the properties of the fragment itself. The 
rhetorical question of line 1 is relevant both to the first part of the poem 
(1-5) and implicitly for the second part (5-10), since life is not worth liv
ing without love, and old age and love do not go together. The second 
part is marked by ring composition (cf. below) , as the first part is not. 
This is in fact a fairly frequent structure for an archaic elegy.24 

3. The !l-ELÀLXIX 3wpIX are taken by most translators to be literal gifts. 
Allen,25 however, comparing the epic phrase 3wp' 'A!j>po3L"'l<;, which may 
refer both to physical attractiveness and to sexual pleasures,26 opts for the 
latter. But the very vagueness of the phrase makes this less probable: if 
attractiveness is meant, it comes in oddly between 'stealthy love' and 
'bed'; if sexual pleasures, the phrase is more or less synonymous with the 
bed itself.27 I pref er to take xpu7t'l"1X3(1) !j>LÀ6"'l<; and !l-ELÀLXIX 3wpIX as two 
preliminary stages of seduction, with e:uv~ as its final result. For the ques
tion whether or not this line is foUowed by asyndeton, cf. below. 

22 Epigramm und Skolion, p. 45-48; 76-77 and n. I. 

23 So wrongly Campbell, Lyric poetry, p. 224; Allen, Mimnermus, p. 33. But of course, 
Marzullo's flat denial of the very existence of the 'inceptive' use (Frammenti, p. 120) is 
equally pointless. 
24 C( Van Groningen, Composition, p. 124: 'Ie dernier vers (10) résume cette seconde 
moitié qui précède immédiatement, procédé que nous avons déjà rencontré plus 
d'une fois et qui n'a rien d'épilogue.' 
25 Mimnermus, p. 34-35. 
26 Attractiveness: ft. 3.64, c( Theogn. 1304 and probably B. 17.10; sexual pleasures: 
Hy.Dem. 102, Hes. Scut. 47, c( Archil. fr. Ig6a.13. Too vague to be of any use for this 
problem: Hy.Hom. 10.1; Stesich. 223.2-3 Davies. 
27 Allen, Mimnermus, p. 35, wants to take 8wpO( and EUV~ as a hendiadys. But if so, 
<pLÀ6"t"lj<; wil! have to be combined with the concept as weil, given the frequency of 
the epic formula <pLÀ6"t"lj"n )(O(t EUVljL, so the whole line means in effect 'stealthy, sweet 
intercourse', which is, to my mind, intolerably flat. So Marzullo, Frammenti, p. 121: 
the line 'analizza, triadicamente, un unico concetto, l'amore.' 
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6. lagree with Allen that the transmitted X(XÀOV2H can stand,2') provided 
the transmitted Oflwe; is taken as oflwe;. In addition to the parallels given 
by Allen, there is more immediate support for oflWe; and XCXL qualifying 
an adjective at Theogn. 442 xoux bdS1jÀoe; oflWe;, and oflwe; XCXL qualifies 
a participle in Herodotus a couple of times.:~O 

9. With most commentators, I take 7tCX~crLv as an 'young boys',:1! although 
I cannot exclude 'children'.~2 In the first case 'young boys and women' 
are potential sexual partners, in the second, the meaning is that even 
'children and women' despise the old man. This is an important prob
lem of interpretation: the first reading would be relevant to Dover's claim 
that explicit references to homosexuality are not found before 600 BCE,:-J.1 
and hence to my own understanding of the setting of the fragment (cf. 
below). But since Mimnermus is credited with an eromenos in any case,34 
and in view of the parallel Solon fr. 24.5 7tCXLSóe; -r' ~SÈ yuvcx~xóe;, which is 
certainly used in an erotic context, we need not be troubled too much 
by chronology. 

2. I ~flE'i:'e; S', oU -rE <pUÀÀCX <pUE~ 7tOÀU&vSEflOe; wp'Y) 
ëcxpoe;, o-r' cxI~' cxuyij~e; CXÜi;E-rCX~ *ÀLOU, 

-ro'i:'e; rXEÀO~ 7t~XUWV È7tL xpóvov &VSEcrtV ~~'Y)e; 
-rEP7tÓflESCX, 7tpOe; SEWV dSÓ-rEe; OÜ-rE XCXXÓV 

5 oü-r' &ycxSóv· KijpEe; SÈ 7tCXpEcr-r+,XCXcr~ flÉÀCX(\lCX~, 

~ flÈv ëxoucrcx -rÉÀoe; y~pcxoe; &pycxÀÉou, 
~ S' ÉTÉp'Y) ScxveX-row· flLVUVSCX SÈ yLVE-rCX~ ~~'Y)e; 

XCXp7tÓe;, ocrov -r' hL yijv XLSVCX-rCX~ ~ÉÀwe;. 
" , \ ~, - 'À ',f." CXu-rcxp E7t'Y)V O'Y) -rou-ro -rE oe; 7tCXpCXflE~'I'E-rCX~ wp'Y)e;, 

2K Which has a West-Ionic (and Lesbian, and Attic) short IX unparalleled for 
Mimnermus, but cf. West, Studies, p. 88; Campbell, Lyric poetry, p. 225. 

29 Mimnermus, p. 36-37. Allen seems to me to dispose definitively of interpretations 
which retain XIXÀ6V and take OfJ-W':; as ÓfJ-w,:;, but leave out an indispensable con
stituent, e.g. 'which puts the ugly and the handsome man in the same boat'. Cf. a1so 
Verdenius, Mimnermus I, 6; Campbell, Lyric poetry, p. 225. Allen's remark (37) that 
'[i]n making even the handsome man ugly, [old age] destroys his sexual attractive
ness' is relevant to the understanding of 7tIXLcrLV in line 9. 
:l" 5.63.2 ; 7.165. In general, the so-called participle particles combine as easily with 
adjectives as with participles. Cf. Kühner & Gerth 2.102. 

:1' E.g., Marzullo, Frammenti, p. 122; Gerber, Euterpe, p. 108; Degani in Degani & 
Burzacchini, Lirici, p. 99; Allen, Mimnermus, p. 39. 
:12 Cf. especiaUy fr. 3.2 ou/)è: 7tOCT~p 7tOCLcrtV TLfJ.W':; oun <1>LI-O':;, adduced by CampbeU, 
Lyric poetry, p. 226, but ignored by Allen. 
:1:1 77ze Greeks and their legacy, p. "5-134. Allen ignores the problem. 
:14 Hermesianax fr. 7.37-38 Powell, test. 4 Allen. Cf. Allen, Mimnermus, p. 18. 
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IO exuTlxex a~ n6wx.vex~ ~éÀTLOV ~ ~lOTOÇ" 
7tOÀÀcl yrtp ÈV 6uflw~ xexXrt ylveTex~· &ÀÀon oIxoe; 

TpUXOÜTex~, 7teVL-rle; a' Epy' oaUV"1lprt 7téÀe~· 
&ÀÀoe; a' exi') 7texlawv ÈmaeueTex~, WV Te flOCÀ~(jTex 

Lfldpwv XexTrt y1je; EPxeTex~ de; ~ta"1Jv· 
15 &ÀÀoe; VOÜ(jOV Exe~ 6UflO4>66pov· ouaé Tle; È(jTLV 

tXV6P6>7tWV W~ Zeue; fl~ xexXrt 7toÀÀcl a~aOL. 

We, like the leaves that many-flowered springtime grows, as they 
quickly grow through the sunrays, like them for an arm's length of 
time we enjoy the flowers of youth, having experienced from the gods 
neither wretchedness nor good fortune. Dark fates stand right beside 
us; the one has the reality of grim oid age, the other of death. The 
fruit of youth lasts short, as long as the sunlight spreads over the 
earth. And when it passes, the fulfilment of this age, it is better to die 
straight-away than to live. for many evils enter one's heart. At times 
one's household is spent, and the painful toils of poverty arise; 
another man lacks children, and longing for them more than anything 
else he goes under the earth to Hades; another has an illness that 
rums his life. There is no man to whom Zeus does not give many 
evils. 

I. Once again, the question is whether this is the beginning of an elegy. 
As opposed to fr. I, both parts of the song are marked by ring compo
sition (2 ~ 8; 11 ~ 16).35 This may be an indication that the opening part 
is lost. West suggests fr. 12 as a candidate,36 a structure which would 
perhaps run the risk that the passage about the joys of youth loses its 
point if squeezed in between the eternal tiresome existence of the sun 
and the worries of human old age. But given the fact that the flow of 
thought in the first part is rather more complicated than the one in the 
first part of fragment I, the ring composition surrounding the first part is 
explicable by itself, and its presence should not be pressed to serve as an 
argument either way. 

1-3. Most commentators agree that the simile is an adaptation of that 
famous passage, lliad 6.146-149. Allen is rightly sceptical, because the 

35 Van Groningen, Composition, p. 124, distinguishes two parts and places the transi
tion half-way line 7. I disagree, but what matters most is his diagnosis that both 
parts present much more complicated sequences of thought than fr. I. 

:J6 IEeJ2, 11 p. 83, app. to fr. 2 : 'paullo post fr. 12 locare possis'. 
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point of the simile here is entirely different.:-I7 And it is not unlikely a pri
ori th at a general tendency to compare human life to vegetation was 
commonplace in Greek oral poe try, as it is in Hebrew literature.:-IK A 
variant, not necessarily secondary, is found in Bacchylides, who com
pares the ghosts in the underworld to leaves blown by the wind (5.65-
67)· 

I. 1 am inclined to keep the nominative WP'Yl.:-I'I There is a parallel for 
intransitive <pUEL (ft. 6.149), but there it is accompanied by another 
intransitive verb with an active ending (&:7tOÀ~yEL). Similarly, IXUÇW/ IXUÇIX\lW 
is always transitive in classical Greek except when opposed to <pee\lW, but 
that should not be regarded as a valid argument for taking it intransi
tively without taking the context into account.40 Therefore, the appeal to 
ft. 6.149 is invalid. Allen's objection th at if Wp'Yl is kept the change of sub
ject in the following temporal clause is 'uncomfortable' does not hold 
water: the leaves have been given a prominent thematic position (Topic 
function) and retains it throughout the sentence.41 Allen's is precisely the 
sort of reading archaic poetry as text ('Augenphilologie') that we should try 
to avoid. 

4-5. It seems out of the question th at X.IXX.Ó\I and &:ylXeó\I are ethical con
cepts here: a reading which makes youth parallel to the Old Testament 

,~7 Allen, Mimnermus, p. 41-42. Other paralleIs between Homer and Mimnermus are 
perceived by Garner, From Homer to tragedy, p. 3-8; 40 - I find them entirely uncon
vincing (on the two KijPEÇ, cf. below). It is now certain that the fragment beginning 
Êv ilÈ Tb KcXÀÀLGTOV X'Loç EEL1tEV (Xv-fJP followed by the quotation of 11. 6.146 is by 
Simonides (fr. 19.1 West, lEG"); therefore (a) it is no longer possible to use it as an 
argument in favour of Mimnermus adapting the passage; (b) it shows how long the 
oldest established form of intertextuality in Greek Iyric survived (cf. Pfeijffer & Slings, 
Introduction, p. 14-IS) and should make us pause before assuming a different type of 
intertextuality as early as the seventh century. 
:lH Cf. West, 7he east face of Helicon, p. 36S (cf. S07) for paraUels. One might feel that 
the similarity is so obvious th at no common Greco-Oriental stock is needed to 
account for them, but of course our feelings may weil be determined by the fact that 
the relevant Old Testament texts are particularly well-known. 
~!) Degani, in Degani & Burzacchini, Lirici, p. 100, apdy compares Pi. O. liP7 WpOtL 

7tOÀ\JcXV6EfJ.OL, and gives chapter and verse on other paraUels. 
4" PI. R. S46b7 KOtl OtU;6VTWV KOtl tjlfhvQV'twv and my comments, CratylIL5 417c, p. 44-
4S· 
4' Some commentators have proposed taking wp'1l as the subject of OtÜ;E't'OtL, cf. 
Degani in Degani & Burzacchini, Lirici, p. 100. But, even if there is really a good 
precedent for the expression 'the season [spring] is waxing', I doubt that 
Mimnermus' listencrs can have understood th at it is spring which is said to be wax
ing, not the leaves which are said to be growing, through the rays of the SUil. 
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paradise,42 before Adam and Eve ate from the tree of knowledge of good 
and evil, does not make sense in this poem, which is about misery and 
happiness. It is certainly pos si bie to take OU't"E x~x6v OU't"' &y~e6v as apolar 
expression,43 in which only the first alternative is relevant, but it may be 
better to take it slightly differently: young men are not aware of misery 
(because they have not experienced it) any more than of happiness 
(because they have only experienced happiness44). 

5. The two Kêres are very similar to those of Achilles: a short life with 
undying fame and a long life without fame (11. 9.410-416). Since every
body dies, the Kêr bringing death here must be bringing an early death, 
without the misery of old age. The alternatives are therefore a short life 
with happiness only, and a long life with much misery, outdoing its ini
tial happiness. But I do not think that this implies that Mimnermus must 
be alluding to the Homeric passage.45 The idea of two different Kêres was 
obviously used in different ways, as for example when Zeus weighs the 
Kêres of opposing parties (Greeks and Trojans, Achilles and Hector) in his 
scales.46 Zeus' two jars are a related concept.47 

42 Cf. Allen, Mimnermus, p. 44 for references. 
43 Cf. Fränkel, Dichtung und Philosophie, p. 241; Babut, Sémonide et Mimnerme, p. 
37. More in general, cf. Verdenius, Second Isthmian Ode, p. 31 n. 77; id., 
Commentarus on Pindar I, p. 38 and n. 55; id., Commentaries on Pindar II, p. 64; 70; 94. 
- Personally, I am inclined to think that the term 'polar expression' is a diagnosis 
rather than a cure: it will rarely do to ignore completely one of two alternatives 
that are presented in a particular situation. In the standard example, S. Ant. no8-
n09 rT' rT' on:&O\le:ç, or T' Ö\lTe:Ç or T' OCn:6\1TEÇ, the polar expression suggests 'this com
mand is directed to those who are not present as much as it is expressed for those 
who are present'. Allen renders a good service by quoting Leaf on It. 10.249 f.l~T' 
&p f.le: f.l&)! aX\le:e: f.l~TE TL \le:L)(e:L, 'there is no more need of praise than of blame' (Iliad, 
I p. 442). 
44 So, basically, Degani in Degani & Burzacchini, lirici, p. 101. I disagree from Allen 
(Mimnermus, p. 33, citing Babut, Sémonide et Mimnerme, p. 33-40) that ocyot66\1 refers 
to imminent happiness. Nor can I see why Van Groningen, Composition, p. 124, takes 
)(ot)(6\1 as a reference to 'la menace de la mort'. 
45 So, e.g., Bowra, Elegists, p. 21 (I do not agree that Mimnermus improves on the 
Homeric passage 'in giving a man two fates which are not alternative but succes
sive', because death in Mimnermus refers to early death. Much less can I subscribe 
to the thesis that 'an idea, simple enough in Homer, is made to play an almost 
sophisticated part in Mimnermus' philosophy' - another manifestation of the devel
opment of the Greek rnind); Gamer, From Homer to tragedy, p. ;tB. Allen, Mimnermus, 
p. 46, rejects the possibility of Mimnermus adapting Achilles' two Kêres, but he exag
gerates the difference. 
4

6 11. 8.68-74; 22.208-213. Cf. 16.659; 19.223-224. 
47 11. 24.527-534. 
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6. TÉÀOÇ is 'the full reality Of.'ltI 

9. TOUTO ••• TÉÀOÇ wPYJç is hard to understand. Since the pronoun 00TOÇ is 
typically used to refer to an entity th at has recently been put in as new 
information, one should expect it to refer to the TÉÀOÇ mentioned in lines 
6-7. But th is will not do: the entities introduced there are death and old 
age. Perhaps TOUTO should be taken to refer to the ~~YJç x.<Xp1tÓç of 7-8 -
if so, it is subject of the dause, and TÉÀOÇ ••• ~~YJç must be taken as a 
predicative or appositive constituent: 'but when this, the fuIlness of adult
hood, has passed away ... ' I sympathise with Blaydes' proposal to read TO( 

TO for TOÜTO.4~ 

SPEECH AND TEXT 

Speech is built up from information units, which are juxtaposed..'i" In 
elegy, the information unit is sometimes a half-line, normally the line -
logically enough since in Greek poetry a line is followed by a pause. It 
is relatively rare for an information unit to span more than one line -
if it does it necessarily creates what Kirk in his Iliad commentary calls 
'integral enjambment'Y If so, the information unit always ends one word 
after the line end in Mimnermus. This type of enjambment is in fact rel
atively common in the remains of his poems. From the two fragments 
discussed here, the following in stances can be listed: 2·3-4 (&v8e:mv ~~YJç 

4X Cf. Waanders, Te/os, p. 72; Degani in Degani & Burzacchini, Lirici, p. 101; Allen, 
Mimnmnus, p. 46. 
,1'1 Reported in West, lEG', but omitted in lEG". 
-,>U Cf. Bakker's basic study, Poetry in Speech. 
-'> ' Kirk, TIe [liad, I , p. 30-34. Bakker has shown th at there are in fact far fewer 
instances of integral enjambment if information units, not dauses, are used as crite
ria. For instance, Od. 6.2-3 IXUT~p Ä6~vl) 11 ~-ij p' iç <l>1X~~Kwv KTÉ should be analyzed 
as consisting as two separate information units (but as for Athena, she went to the 
Phaeacians), hence there is no enjambment (Poetry in speech, p. 100-101). In other 
words, i\6~vl) is an Extra Clausular Constituent ('ECC'), in this case a Theme. Cf. 
Wakker, Conditions and conditionals, p. 54; 61-82 and my Figures of speech, p . 191-198, 
and Information unit, p. 61-63. It should be stressed th at this analysis is not simply 
applied in order to get rid of as many instances of integral enjambment as possible 
- if it were, the process would dearly be circular. Taking i\6~vl) as an ECC explains 
the position of p': in the first position of the dause (i.e., af ter ~-ij), not af ter i\6f,vl) 
because it is not part of the dause. (This raises the question of the pragmatic func
tion of <XplX in epic Greek: could one of its basic functions be a Topic partide?). 
Besides, if i\6~vl) is analyzed as an ECC, the word order of the dause conforms to 
the standard rules for word order in ancient Greek. Cf. my Information unit, p. 63 
and passim. 
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11 't'ep7t6fle6cx); 7-8 (~~YJC; 11 XCXp7t6c;); 11-12 (olxoc; 11 't'puxoü't'cx~); 13-14 (wv .. ·11 
• I ) 
~fle~pwv . 

Two different criteria may be applied in order to decide whether one 
has to do with enjambment: syntactic-semantic and pragmatic. In the 
former case one has to look at the syntactic and semantic function of the 
enjambed constituent: if it is optional (attribute, adverbial modifier, appo
sition) there is no enjambment, unless it is necessary in order to identify 
the referent of an expression. A case in point is 2.15-16, where &v6pw7twv 
is an attribute of 't'~C;, yet since it is restrictive (since it defines a group of 
which 't'~c; is a member) there is enjambment from a syntactic-semantic 
point of view. 

By contrast, in a pragmatic analysis the key question to ask is whether 
an enjambed constituent is necessary for an information unit to be com
plete. At 2.15-16, &v6pw7twv fails to qualify, since certainly ouoÉ 't'LC; ÈO''t'~v, 
inasmuch as it is complete,52 certainly does not become more complete 
with &v6pc.:l7twv. In other words, &v6p617twV does not qualify as a necessary 
constituent because it is entirely predictabIe from a pragmatic angle: it 
conveys no new information. The two criteria yield the same results in 
the instances enumerated above. It is where they conflict that one can 
leam most about the nature of archaic Greek poetry. 

1.5-6 is a case in point: it may be maintained that the È7td dause is 
incomplete without Yllpcxc;. I am not sure that this is necessary: one could 
also say that YllPCXC; stands in apposition to a dause that is already self
contained (È7teL 0' àouvYJpov È7tÉÀ6YJ~, YllPCXC;, 'when the painful thing comes, 
old age').53 Similar dubious cases, which are quite frequent in lyric alto
gether, indude 2.1-2 (7toÀu!Xv6efloc; wPYJ 11 ~cxpoc;, in which ~cxpOC; is not 
really necessary to de fine the 7toÀu!Xv6efloc; wPYJ, and therefore there is 
probably no enjambment from a syntactic-semantic perspective either); 
2.15-16 (cf. above). 

If we now look again at the in stances of true integral enjambment 
listed above, it is interesting to see that the enjambed constituent is never 
entirely unpredictable. At 2. 7-8 ~~YJC; 11 xcxp7t6c; repeats 2.3 &v6eO'~v ~~YJC;; 
2.14 tfldpwv is roughly synonymous with 2.13 È7tLoeue't'cx~; 2.12 't'puxoü't'CX~ 
can be more or Ie ss inferred from xcxx~ yLve't'cx~ in the preceding dause; 
2.3 't'ep7t6fle6cx is, at any rate, not the most salient constituent (Focus) of 

52 In fact it is not entirely complete without the following relative elause. The sen
tence oó3é .. . 3t30L is an instanee of a eleft construction, in which oó3é . .. .xv6pw1t<uv 
refers to the Topic and the relative elause has Focus function . 
53 Cf. 5.5-6 TO 3' .xpy/XÀÉov X/XL &fJ.Op<j>ov 11 yijp/Xc; XTÉ. If so, yijp/Xc; is an ECC in both 
passages - this time a Tail. 
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its dause, which is !Xv6ecnv ~~'Y)C;.51 This is true of all instances of one
word runover in Mimnermus:';,j 

The juxtaposition of information units often brings about a structure 
for which traditional syntactic analysis is a blunt instrument. We have all 
learned Greek by construing sentences; we should unlearn th is when we 
are dealing with archaic poetry because there are no sentences. In fr. I, 

after the opening question, there is a string of information units, in which 
West prints a full-stop only at the end, and rightly so. In lines 2 to 4 we 
can observe how powerless syntactic analysis is when dealing with speech 
rather than text. T~ü't,(x in line 2 is already dear enough: it refers to 
things that have to do with the golden Aphrodite, so the information unit 
ends with the end of line 2 . In !ine 3 the things of Aphrodite are worked 
out in an information unit th at is complete by itself, and which functions 
syntactically as an apposition to 't"~ü't"~; pragmatically speaking, 3 may be 
what in some !inguistic modeIs is called Tail, a word or string of words 
that follows on the dause and comments on it. Line 4 adds another 
information unit about the things of Aphrodite: they are flowers of youth, 
and as such they are welcome. Line 5 specifies this in a half-line unit 
(another Tail): welcome for men and women. 

Now, if one approaches these lines as text, there is a crux in the nom
inatives of line 3: they start as appositions to 't"~ü't"~ in line 2, but when 
we come to line 4, they have become subject of y(ve't"~L. In written lan
guage, such dual functionality is unacceptable: a constituent may be 
either apposition or subject, it cannot be both. One can of course get out 
from under this by printing a high point after line 3 and try to account 
for the asyndeton,.j(; but there is really no need for this, since this is 
speech, not text. In spoken language, dual functionality is a perfectly nor
mal phenomenon; it is one of the manifestations of a more general trait 
of spoken language: a speaker starts a dause-complex in a certain way, 
and half-way through it, given the fallibility of human memory, he 

:il The Topic ('wc') is not cxprcssed separately. I would regard TO-rÇ LXe:ÀOL as a 
Theme, and therefore an information unit of its own - it repeats oU -:E in 2.1. 
7t~XULOV È7tl Xpóvov is a Setting, which may prcccdc thc Focus (cf. my Figures of 
speech, p. 17:~ and n. 14), and &vOEaLv ~~'1)ç the Focus. Te:p7tÓtJ.EOOC thus comes in the 
proper position of the Greek prcdicate, following Setting and Focus. 
r.r. 9.4 É~ÓtJ.EO' is an entirely predictabie predicate, as is ÉaToca' at 12.10; ~pyov at 14.11 
is inferrable. The two-word runover ~~'1) TLtJ.~Eaaoc (subject) at 5.5 is a repetition of 
5.2 &vOoç ÓfL1jÀLXL'1)Ç. There is nothing in Mimnermus, or in other 7th-century elegists, 
th at can compare with the runover of an entirely unprcdictable word in Archil. fr. 
13.4-5 OLOOCÀÉOUÇ •.. 7tve:ûtJ.0vocç. 
,;(; So Allen, Mimnennus, p. 35. Most commentaries remain silcnt about this issue. 
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changes course and ends it in a different way.57 When this happens in 
written language, we caU it an anacoluthon and try to explain it by var
ious psychological dodges, but in spoken language, and in poetry for 
which spoken language is the norm (because there was no other kind of 
language in Mimnermus' time) anacolutha are normal. When we have a 
problem with the construction that is because we approach the poem the 
wrong way: not as speech but as text. 

Human memory is faUible. This is also responsible for a typical speech 
phenomenon in I. 7-9, the so-called ABA structure. A speaker states 
something, then goes on to deny the opposite, and af ter the denial 
repeats his statement. 'A, not B, but A'. Fairly often, this results in tau
tology. That is not the case here, but the structure is the same. in line 
7 we leam that the old man's 'heart is always wom out byevil worries'; 
the opposite is stated in 8: 'he does not enjoy watching the sunrays'. By 
means of tXÀÀtX, prototypically an eliminative partide, equivalent to 
German sondem,58 Mimnermus reverts to his former statement ('not B 
but A'), but he gives it a different turn. A similar case is 2.3-7: 'for an 
arm's length of time we enjoy the flowers of youth' is followed by 'dark 
fates stand right beside us', af ter which the original thought is reformu
lated as 'the fruit of youth lasts short'. Here the B-statement is not a 
denial of the opposite of the A-statement, but a supplement of it. ABA 

structures are wide-spread in pre-dassical poetry, and also, not surpris
ingly, in Plato, where af ter all people are portrayed in conversation, as 
producers of speech. 

When parataxis is regarded as a succession of information units, we can 
also get a better understanding of the role of subordinate dauses in 
speech. Of course, subordinate dauses do occur in archaic Greek poetry, 
but their occurrence is tied up with the principle of juxtaposition. Some 
subordinate dauses belong to the same information unit as the main 
dause; in some functional paradigms these are caUed restrictive. The IhE 
dause in 1.2 is an example: the poet does not say 'may I be dead', but 
'I would rather die when those things no longer interest me'; in other 
words, the Ih·E dause is necessary to complete the thought. Other subor
dinate dauses add autonomous information in an information unit of 
their own, for example the relative dause in line 6. Yet others again 
function as a Theme, a setting for which a following predication becomes 
relevant. This is the case for the È1td dause in 5: the coming of old age 
is the theme of the entire following set of dauses. So in parataxis subor-

57 C( my papers Een tandje lager, p. 414-425 and Figures of Speech, p. 204. 
58 In its prototypical use, that is. C( my analysis in Adversative relators, p. 106-107. 
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dinate dauses do the same job as coordinated dauses: they help the flow 
of the though to go on: it does not really matter that they are subordi
nate dauses. This accounts for numerous apparent irregularities in their 
use in archaic poetry: the distinction between main dause and subordi
nate dause is, in the last resort, irrelevant, and therefore a dause may 
change status quite easily.:i'l The abundant use of apodotic partides in 
poetry testifies to the same indifference.(;o 

Another important feature of archaic poetry is ring composition. This, 
too, is easy to account for within the opposition of speech and text. 
Clusters of information units need to be organised in such a way that 
their position within the entire discourse is easy to understand for the 
addressee. Ring composition helps speakers to do just that. A completed 
ring functions as a signpost, helping the addressee to keep track of the 
line of thought. But ring composition is not just a help: it is a highly nec
essary ingredient of speech: precisely because speech consists of juxta
posed information units, there must be a dearly recognisable principle of 
organising blocks of information units. This explains 1.10. It would be 
ahistoric to regard this line as the moral of the whole poem - for one 
thing, we do not know if it was the last line of the poem, although per
sonally I think it was - anyway, the topic of old age is over, and the 
ring must be dosed before the poem can go on, or finish . The poem, or 
what we have of it, contrasts the joys of youth and the sorrows of old 
age - we misunderstand the nature of archaic poetry if we read it as a 
poem about old age alone. 

YOUNG MEN 

With these remarks, I have already crossed the line between linguistic 
analysis and interpretation - in fact, I would deny emphatically that it 
is possible or useful to draw such a line. Let us start thinking about the 
poem, or the fragment, in its communicative situation. The poem is to 
be performed at a symposium, and it is about youth and old age. Are 
these two data related? 

There is in any case a link. Y oung people are associated with the sym
posium. Elegies by Callinus and Tyrtaeus (and perhaps Theognis) 
address the company as (;) VÉOl;(;1 'young men' are involved in general 
statements, as a sort of implied audience as it were, in passages like 
Archilochus (from the Cologne Epode, fr. 196a, 14): 'many are the 

. ;~I Cf. Een tandje lager, p. 414-416. 
I., Cf. Slings, Een tandje lager, p. 416-418. 
ti. Callin. fr. 1.2; Tyrt. fr. 10.15; 11.10; pcrhaps Theogn. 116oa. 
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delights of the goddess for young men', Theognis 'Eros is bitter and sweet, 
welcome and loathsome for young men' (1354), and Simonides 'every man 
has hope, which grows in young men's breasts' (fr. 19,5, IE(jJ-). Such 
remarks make extra sense when they are vented before an audience of 
young men. And above all, Theognis promises Cyrnus immortality 
through his elegies: 'young men with small pipes will sing about you' (241). 

Within the climate of the seventh century, it does make some sense 
that young men, for example younger sons from propertied families, 
organised themselves in hetaireiai of their own, with symposia of their 
own: it is easy to see how the shortage of land, which surely must be 
regarded as one of the main causes of the colonisation movement, 
brought them together. We do know that Cylon's coup in Athens was 
carried out with help of a É:'t"CXLp"Y)t"Y) TWV ~ÀLXLWTÉwv.63 

But in fact, evidence for age-group symposia is non-existent otherwise, 
and there are serious arguments against it. When Tyrtaeus exhorts the 
young men in his audience to fight for their fatherland, is he himself a 
young man as weIl? Given the laudatory tones in which he speaks about 
old men - he is quite different from Mimnermus in that respect - that 
is not very likely, unless we are to assume that he was hired for the occa
sion to perform the hortatory poem, but that sort of ad hoc assumption is 
precisely the Wilamowitzian impressionist way of dealing with the audi
ence that we want to avoid. Indeed, Plutarch's description of Spartan .rys
sitiJ32 strongly suggests that men of different ages were present at the 
meetings. 

And above all, the symposium is also the setting for homoerotic love 
between older erastai and younger eromenoi, witness the so-called second 
book of Theognis and many other data that we have: the difference in 
age and experience between erastes and eromenos is stressed constantly. An 
age-group symposium consisting of young people exclusively, hinders our 
understanding of the phenomenon of Greek homosexuality. 

For that reason, I propose a different interpretation for the data. The 
reveIlers at the symposium are young by definition, no matter what their 
actual age was, and they defined themselves as 'young men'. This makes 
better sense of the military exhortation elegy which Callinus and 
Tyrtaeus address to the 'young people': there is no opposition between 
fierce older fighters and lazy young men: the participants in the sympo
sium are not young by any objective criterion, but they feel they are 
young because they can still be active as fighters. My interpretation also 

6. Lyc. 12.6-1 I. 
63 Hdt. 5.7I.I. 
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explains the homoerotic symposium poetry performed before an au dien ce 
of VÉOL: we are all young men, because we are still sexually active. 

There is one short elegy in the Theognis corpus which, I think, con
firms this: 'My boy (<1 7t(xy, since the goddess from Cyprus has given you 
desire-provoking charm, and since your body is interesting for all young 
ones (1tiicn vÉoL<n), listen to these words and take my attractiveness to 
heart, and realise th at eros is a hard thing for a man to bear.' (1319-
1322). I take it th at 'all the young ones' are the poet's fellow-symposiasts 
- who may in fact be anything between twenty and sixty -, and th at 
he wishes to distinguish himself from his competitors by his wise words 
and his own attractiveness. 

As for the general statements not addressed to but made about young 
men, quoted above from Archilochus, Theognis and Simonides, they 
should indeed be seen as referring to an implied audience, but at the 
same time they define the audience, not as young men but as symposi
asts. The wording in Simonides confirms this: 'every man has hope, 
which grows in young men's breasts'. Quite obviously the referents of 
'every man' and 'young men' are identical. 

It is in this light that I claim we should re-re ad the Mimnermus frag
ment. Y outh is contrasted with old age because the poem is addressed to 
a symposium, where all addressees are automatically 'young people'. The 
old man 'is hateful for children, despised by women' (1.9) - weIl th at is 
not going to happen to us, to our club: we are the young ones. No, it is 
the other hetaireiai who are 'hateful for children, despised by women'. 
The song celebrates the symposiasts because they still are sexually active, 
and by Jingo, they will fight too, if necessary. 

The best way for a hetaireia, or any other group, to define itself is by 
excluding the 'other'.li1 The other excluded here is symbolised as the 'old 
man' The topos 'let us enjoy life as long as we can', implicit in fr. land 
stated in fr. 2,(i:; is, in archaic poetry at any rate, a highly aggressive self-

li4 Cf. Stehle, Performance and gender, p. 224-227. My interpretation of fr. I of 
Mimnermus runs c10scly parallel to hers, but she puts less emphasis on the defining 
role of the statements about young and old men than I do, and she perceives a 
melancholy undertonc th at I do not. The difference is mainly due to the fact th at in 
general Stehle still sees archaic poe try as primarily individual: '[N]ondramatic per
formance in its lived form in archaic and c1assical Greek, with physical, visual, aural, 
as weil as verbal dimensions, can best be recreated by envisioning it as a medium in 
which, among other things, individuals enacted their won identities (actual or ideal
ized) for the audience' (p. 9). I think this statement underestimates the importance 
of the 'representative I' (cf. above) for the archaic period. 
lij Cf. also Theogn. 973~n8, and Archilochus and Theognis as quoted above. 
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presentation of the group, directed at those outsiders that are necessary 
to define the group. 

When in another fragment of Mimnermus (6) the I says that he wishes 
to die at the age of sixty, we must remember that in the archaic period 
being sixty years old is being very old indeed: most people die before 
they are sixty, and af ter the age of sixty, sexual activity and military 
prowess are definitely beyond one's reach. In other words, this famous 
line, which was criticised by Solon,66 conveys the same message as the 
two fragments discussed here: life is not worth living outside the hetaireia. 

OUTLOOK 

If this reading of the poem, or the fragment, is correct - and I have lit
de doubt that it is correct - we get a Mimnermus that is entirely dif
ferent from the one depicted in our handbooks. We have got rid of the 
awakening individual, who voices his personal sentiments;67 the roman tic, 
soliloquising, pale and sickly youth, who wishes to die at the age of sixty 
individual gives way before a poet who voices the views of the sympo
sium in which he is an active participant. He can be plausibly re con
structed, as a voice of his period, not as a text from aperiod which did 
not have texts. In short, the Mimnermus that I have presented is a singer 
of his oral age, not areconstruction from the ninetenth century which 
took it for granted that he was a poet from a literate age. 

Having said this, I must immediately try and get things into perspec
tive. I started with Reitzenstein, and I have tried to show that we have 
booked a considerable advance on his work: we have other, perhaps bet
ter, ideas about what poe try is, and we think we have a clearer insight 
in how Greek poetry worked. No doubt, however, these views will them
selves prove to be ephemeral, and gready influenced by prejudices of our 
OWll. The study of humaniora does not proceed in a straight line, but is 
does proceed nevertheless. 

We should, however, try to keep proceeding, and we can only do so 
by learning from the past; it is for this very reason that I have prefaced 
this essay by a historical outline. I say this because in some recent stud-

66 In my interpretation, because at the time when he composed the elegy that con
tained the proposed correction of 'sixty' to 'eighty', Solon was himself eighty years 
old and still an active member of society. 
67 Cf Bowra, Elegists, p. 33-34: 'He seems to have feit no desire to compromise or 
to adapt himself to circumstances. He feit secure in his own opinions, and the soci
ety in which he lived must have allowed considerable rein to his individuality. Such 
anxieties as assailed him were not, like those of Theognis, from socia! revolution but 
from decay of faculties and old age.' 
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ies on archaic Greek lyric audience and occasion are objects of pure 
speculation, unhindered by reference to the text and by any sense of 
hermeneutic method. The results of such speculations may look modern, 
but they constitute no progress with regard to those of Wilamowitz and 
other scholars of his age. Besides, it is not encouraging to see that the 
most fundamental works in this respect, those by Rösler, have been the 
object of a virulent polemic in GermanytiH and have been virtually 
ignored in the Anglo-Saxon world.ti

<) 

The interpretation of archaic lyric is a highly complex process. The 
scholar has to reconstruct the audience response - which I may be 
allowed to state dogmatically is the only sensible way of interpreting 
ancient literary works.7° In the field of lyric, he can only do so by setting 
up two different hierarchies, one of possible performer voices - in other 
words, of types of I, the other of pos si bIe audiences. Next, the interpreter 
has to find the match between type of I and type of audience that best 
fits the data of the text and the audience expectation as determined by 
the corpus of poetic texts, lyric or otherwise, as far as it is known to us. 
Of especial importance in Greek lyric are deictic elements in the text: 
apart from the I, especially temporal and local elements, the 'here' and 
'now' of the poem.7' 

I can now formalise my rejection of the traditional interpretation of 
Mimnermus' fragments 1 and 2. On the current reading, the I in these 
fragments is, if not biographical, at any rate personal. The audience is, 
in this interpretation, nondescript: it could be any group of recipients of 
poe try, even a group of readers. Within the archaic period, this is a mis
match, and consequently the poems make no good sense. Similarly, we 
can now see why Wilamowitz' reading of Sappho fr. 31 as a wedding
song is inappropriate: it presupposes a wholly biographical I performing 
before a formally defined audience, the guests at a wedding party, who 
are there to listen to songs about the bride or the groom, or about a 
mythical wedding (as in Sappho fr. 44). Amismatch again,72 

uK I refer to Latacz, Realität und Imagination, and to Rösler, Realitätsbezug und 
Imagination. 
6<) Cf. note 9 above. 
7" With the following, cf. my Figures of speech, p. 172-17:i. 
7' Cf. PfeijtTer & Slings, Introduction, p . 12-13. 
7" The objection does not apply to Rösler's revival of Wilamowitz' thcory in a mod
ified form (Realitätsbezug und Imagination): the deictic actants (the female You and 
the man) meet at an occasion related to their wedding. Here, a personal, biograph
ical I and a definable audience are imaginable, although Rösler does not give spec
ifications. 
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It stands to reason that if this procedure is applied, a consensus about 
the best interpretation will rarely be reached. But even outside the espe
cially difficult area of Greek lyric, it may be maintained in general that 
there is no such thing as a single correct interpretation, but there are 
many incorrect interpretations: untenable ones, improbable ones, less 
probable ones. There is a qualitative hierarchy of interpretations, from 
which the classical scholar should choose the highest-ranking one or 
ones, using the audience's response as reconstructed by him as a crite
non. 

I will finish by illustrating the principles set out above in the case of 
what is probably the best-known text from this field, Sappho's so-called 
'Hymn to Aphrodite' . The interpretation which I currently prefer 
roughly runs as follows: the poem was performed by Sappho before an 
audience consisting of the chorus girls trained by her. The I in this poem 
is primarily representative, although it must have a personal, if not bio
graphical core: using its past history and present plight the I underlines 
the fact that the members of the chorus are Aphrodite's special 
favourites: there erotic dreams will be fulfilled as surely as the l's wishes 
have been fulfilled in the past. If so, the poem is a specimen of group 
poetry, not essentially different from the fragments of Mimnermus ana
lyzed above. 

Another interpretation which I would (again: currently) rate slightly 
lower makes Sappho the performer before any female audience. The I is 
here largely biographical, and voicing a unique and intriguing personal
ity it creates an interest in the audience because the performer, not the 
audience, is Aphrodite's special favourite . I suspect the majority of schol
ars today would basically subscribe to this interpretation, albeit with all 
kinds of provisos. I see no way of excluding it. 

Thirdly, an entirely representative land an unspecified audience, who 
might even be readers. The message is: love is an ever-changing thing. 
This is, of course, Page's highly controversial interpretation.73 Among the 
many reasons for rejecting it is the mismatch between land audience: 
in archaic lyric, a representative I does not fit an unspecifiable audience. 
Indeed, and this is again a salutary lesson that may be drawn from mis
takes made in the past, a representative I is not to be postulated with
out an audience whose feelings the I can plausibly be supposed to rep
resent. 

And finally, a completely personal, biographical I without an audience; 
the poem is a text, destined for a personal addressee, to wit the object of 

73 SaPPho and Alcaeus, p. 14-16. 
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the I's (Sappho's) love. This was put forward recently by Stehle,71 and I 
would be less than honest if I did not confess here th at I used to explain 
the poem along these lines in my classes some twenty years ago. But it 
will not do. In her otherwise excellent study, Stehle postulates in effect a 
poetic letter, even if she does not use this term. Such data th at we have 
about the morphology of the archaic letter, both real-life and literary, 
force us to reject this reading out of hand: in these letters, the addressee 
is invariably the You of the text. 

As I said, scholarship does not proceed in a straight line. But proceed it 
will, never mind wh at we do. The best thing we can do is to help its 
progress by trying fully to realise what our trade consists in: by learning 
from the past and by making our suppositions explicit. The orality 
debate is here to stay, but it will only bear fruit if we are consistently 
aware of the difference between speech and text, between oral and writ
ten literary communication. 
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